Abstract

This paper deals with the way in which Communist writers in mid-twentieth-century Iraq used literature in order to, on the one hand express their tense relationship with the regime during times of severe political repression, and on the other hand sharply criticize the Iraqi people themselves for not taking responsibility for or caring about their fate—or, for that matter, for failing to internalize the social class discourse to which the Communists aspired. The paper’s objective is to examine the connection between the writers’ ideology and the rhetorical and conceptual elements with which they expressed their dissatisfaction with the regime, the way Iraqi society was run, and the desires of both—intellectuals and society at large—to undergo change. In addition, this study will survey the esthetic and stylistic devices, which the writers under consideration chose, and consider both the meanings and motives behind their choices. These aspects will be examined in the framework of a proposed model of “circles of criticism.”

Background and Research Hypothesis

In retrospect the revolutions of the “Arab Spring” are in a sense reminiscent of waves of rebellion and resistance that occurred in mid-twentieth century Middle East, and the affected regimes’ reactions to them—although, of course, the circumstances then as now are quite different, as are the respective underlying motivations of the revolutionaries.

If we take Iraq as an example and focus on one of the stormier periods in its political history, namely the mid-twentieth century and subsequent to that, we note both extensive intellectual activity and violent official repression of intellectuals who refused to cooperate with the regime. In this period leftists, including Communists, were severely persecuted on account of their rebellious mindset, both before and after Iraq became a republic in 1958. To wit, meeting-places where leftist writers and thinkers were known to congregate were shut down, the intellectuals in question were dismissed from their jobs, and were often times subjected to arrest, imprisonment, torture, exile, execution, or were simply made to “disappear” from the face of the earth. Thus the Iraqi poet Fadel

---

al-ʿAzzawi, for example, in his book on Communism in Iraq in the 1960s, wrote that the regime gave the intellectuals the feeling that they were an inferior class of citizens, to be treated like dogs, until and unless they agreed to serve the Baath Party—this after being subjected to severe physical abuse and torture. According to al-ʿAzzawi hundreds of intellectuals were tortured until they agreed to cooperate with the party and its security and intelligence organs.2

We assume that in addition to their purely political activities, leftist writers, including the Communists, channeled their frustration at the system of government in Iraq, their fears, their sense of alienation and their persecutions, into their works and used their compositions as both sociopolitical manifestos and as a vehicle for expressing their feelings of being persecuted. In this essay, we will explore the artistic mediums the intellectuals in question chose and the specific imagery they used, and propose a model of "circles of criticism" within which we shall be able to present a classification of the criticisms expressed by these intellectuals. Our analysis of the modes of artistic expression chosen by these writers is based on the assumption that over time the similes and metaphors which they used underwent a transformation from the concrete and conventional in Classical Arabic poetry to the personal and symbolic in modern Arabic literature, and that the decipherment of their symbolism can illuminate the relationship between the intellectuals and the regime as well as that between the intellectuals and the people among whom they lived.3

The model of circles of criticism
One of the main functions of intellectuals is to serve as social reformers. In order to fulfill this function they cast doubt on the existing norms of their society and criticize their surroundings, their social and political developments, and occasionally themselves.

An examination of the works of Communist writers who left Iraq for ideological reasons in the middle of the twentieth century reveals a typical pattern that we shall present below; a pattern that implies criticisms of various types. The term "implies" suits this model, since in these works things are often not said clearly and explicitly but are transmitted to the reader in the process of literary communication through sophisticated imagery and other artistic devices, which the reader is required to decipher one by one in order to be able to understand the message as a whole.

---

The model of circles of criticism will be exemplified with the works of two émigré opposition authors, the writer Ghâ’ib Ṭu’ma Farmân (Baghdad, 1927 – Moscow, 1990)⁴ and the Kurdish-Iraqi poet Buland al-Haydari (Baghdad, 1926 – London, 1996).⁵ The two were contemporaries; both were Communists and were persecuted for that reason; both were arrested and went into exile; and both died in their respective places of exile.⁶ Farmân was born into a poor family and suffered all his life from economic and health problems, whereas al-Haydari issued from an aristocratic milieu and was befriended by intellectuals and ordinary people alike.

Socially and culturally Buland al-Haydari was a member of a literary group called the “Temps Perdu Group” (jamaat al-waqt al-da ’ī), to which Ghâ’ib Ṭu’ma Farmân had affinities as well, although he was not a member. The group’s

---


Here is a list of his works: Two short-story collections, Ḥaṣid al-rahâ (Grindstone Harvest), Baghdad 1954 and Mawlu’d .darkhar (Another Newborn), Baghdad 1959; and the novels al-Nakhl wa-firān (The Palm Tree and the Neighbours), Beirut 1965; Khamsat ašwâţ (Five Voices), Beirut 1967, al-Makhād (Labour Pains), Baghdad 1974, al-Ṣarbān (The Sacrifice), Baghdad 1975, Zîlî ‘lāl al-nāfîdha (Shadows on the Window), Beirut 1979, Ālām al-sayyid Ma’rîf (Mr. Ma’rîf’s Pains), Beirut 1982, al-Murtajâ wal-ma’âjîl (The Yearned for and the Postponed, Beirut 1986, and al-Markab (The Ship), Beirut 1989.


The excerpts from al-Haydari’s poems quoted in this article are taken from his Complete Works (al-A’māl al-kâmīla), Damascus, 1992.

⁶ On other Iraqi writers who went into exile and their works, see: Jasim, Abed, al-Dhâkîra wal-ḥanîn fî al-qîṣṣa al-‘irâqîyya al-qaṣîra fî al-maṣfî (Memory and Nostalgia), London, 1996.
members debated current events and discussed literary and cultural issues with a view to promote the arts in Iraq. Both al-Haydari and Farmān were thus involved in Iraq’s intellectual life and were familiar with novel ways of thought in literature, art, and politics.

In both their works, both writers evoked a fascinating picture of what it was like to be a persecuted leftist intellectual. They also expressed their views on the alternative way that the state should be run. As leftist writers, they placed the simple man at the top of their agenda. In short, their oeuvre was profoundly critical of both the Iraqi regime on account of its cruelty, and the Iraqi people for their indifference to the country’s future.

The model of criticism that their works reflected consisted of a number of simultaneously operating concentric circles, moving from the center outwards. First there is self-criticism, that is, the criticism that an intellectual expresses toward his fellow intellectuals and artists. Then there is criticism of the people. And finally there is criticism of the regime, often represented by managers at the protagonist’s place of work. Occasionally there appear also secondary circles, such as criticism of one’s family. However, since this particular circle is not always clearly expressed, it is not included in the model’s basic version. This paper will deal with two of these circles; criticism of the people and criticism of the regime. The criticism in these circles is expressed via some unique artistic devices, as described below.

Diagram of the model of circles of criticism as reflected in the works under discussion

Circle of criticism of the regime

7 The café where this group used to gather was closed by the Iraqi police, which feared that it would become a center of leftist activity. For more on this, see: Jabra, p. 175.
How, then, do Farmān and al-Haydari in their works describe their relationship with the Iraqi regime; a relationship that was mostly on a downhill trajectory? This relationship between leftist intellectuals and the regime is described metaphorically in their works as one between beast of prey and its victim, between hunter and hunted.

In Farmān’s allegorical short novel Alam al-sayyid Ma ʿrūf (Mr. Ma ʿrūf’s Pains) he describes the relationship between an educated, progressive man and his superiors at work who, of course, represent the regime. The smile of his supervisor at work is described a number of times as “a predatory smile” (ابتسامة مفترسة), in a way that makes it clear to the reader that this expression is a synecdoche, that is, a part that stands for the whole, in this case the man as predator. Furthermore, in a dialogue between the two character, the manager accuses the intellectual protagonist of not belonging to the human race: “I began to doubt if you were human” (بدأت أشك في أنك من البشر), thus dehumanizing and so delegitimizing the intellectual or, in the words of al-ʿAzzawi, treating him like an animal.

Imagery and historical allusions from the Arab and Muslim worlds also serve Farmān well in his description of the relationship between the leftist intelligentsia and the authorities: The protagonist compares himself to a jerboa being hunted by Arabs, that is to say a prey hunted by the regime. Here the author, by way of his main character, uses a historical tale in order to convey his message: In the Abbasid period the adherents of the shu ʿūbiyya, a cultural movement of non-Arab converts to Islam, accused the Arabs of hunting down jerboas and eating them; the protagonist of Farmān’s short novel formulates a modern paraphrase of this accusation and says that today, in the twentieth century, the jerboas, that is, the intellectuals, are hunted relentlessly at every turn: (“the killing will inexorably take place, regardless of the circumstance.”) Indeed, another intellectual in the story is “hunted” and killed in the course of the plot; and although the details of the murder remain unclear, the climate of persecution makes it reasonable to assume that the motives were ideological.

The shu ʿūbiyya’s accusations that the Arabs eat jerboas is not the only allusion that serves the author’s purposes. Another element of history used by Farmān in his works is the Umayyad governor of Iraq, al-Hajjaj b. Yusuf al-Thaqafi (661? – 714), who was known for his iron fist and for an infamous pronouncement in which he noted how blood would flow between the turbans and the beards. Farmān alludes to this in the following passage:

كامل شيء بالدنيا نعود [...] حتى القتل الذي

---

9 Ibid., p. 113.
10 Al-ʿAzzawi, pp. 271-272.
12 Farmān, Alam al-sayyid Maʿrūf, p. 123.
We Iraqis have long become accustomed to it, from the days of al-Hajjaj, who saw people merely as heads that had become ripe and suited for the slaughter."

The allusion to the murderous al-Hajjaj suffices for Farmān’s readers, who know the history of the Muslim Empire, to understand the speaker’s attitude towards his rulers, whom he depicts as blood-thirsty animals.

Farmān’s contemporary, the poet Buland al-Haydari, describes the harsh relations with the regime in even sharper terms, including descriptions of cruel tortures:

You will once more burn my hair
And tear out my nail
But my secret
Will remain like your blade in my chest
Two symbols for a free man [...] 

The whip will bark in my flesh
Like venom
Will penetrate into my body

The Iraqi intellectual who confronts the regime is placed in a dilemma: The moment he attacks the regime his life or, at best, his career are in danger. As the afore-quoted poem states, the regime’s whip will penetrate his body like venom, in a manner that had become customary for the Iraqi regime in later decades.

As part of al-Haydari’s depiction of the relationship with the regime, he describes how the persecuted intellectual must struggle to survive; in order to do so, he must refrain from doing precisely what he is expected to do, namely to think and to warn. As al-Haydari puts it,

أعلم . . . كي لا تعم ... كي تسلم Know that in order not to be executed, that in order for you to remain safe and sound

14 Farmān, Al- Makhād, Baghdad, 1974, p. 89.
15 Al-Haydari, ”Sirr”, Dīwān khūṭwāṭ fī al-ghurba, al-‘a’māl al-kāmila, Cairo, p. 301 (First published in 1965).
16 Ibid., p. 300.
In other words, the very act of thinking is the most terrible of crimes, as far as the regime and its minions are concerned. The absurd of course lies in the fact

that the person who decides that thinking is a crime is a Supreme Court judge, that is, a man who one would expect to be enlightened himself and to understand the importance of enlightenment. This constitutes yet another stratum of criticism, going beyond an attack on the regime’s cruelty. In fact, what is said here is that the judge is not as enlightened as he should be, since he continues to deprive men of their freedom instead of protecting those who wish to imbue their surroundings with fresh ideas and progress.

According to al-Haydari, intellectuals are so humiliated and scorned by the regime that they perceive themselves becoming slaves being dragged by their ears by cruel slave-masters, that is to say by the Iraqi authorities:

قد.amazonaws.com/main_images/1_4/1388011394.jpg

When an intellectual is “dragged” (by his ear) he can no longer think independently; the regime’s violence and degrading treatment of its intellectual classes make thought and initiative impossible. Being forced to follow the regime (that is to say follow the slave trader) is a metaphor for the intellectual’s helplessness vis-à-vis the regime, and his inability to adhere to his own opinions and maintain his own freewill.

Thus, by means of picturesque descriptions and a rich and biting system of images, often borrowed from the animal world, these writers depict in an artistic manner their relationship with the regime in Iraq; the circle of criticism of the regime thickens.

Circle of criticism of the people:

In the circle of criticism of the Iraqi people the intellectual expresses his disapproval of the people’s way of life and ways of thought. This criticism is expressed using both conceptual and linguistic elements.

In Farmān’s short novel Mr. Ma’rūf’s Pains the well-educated protagonist, who is much better informed than most others in his environment and possesses an intimate knowledge of Arab history and both classical and modern Arabic, is harassed and ridiculed at the workplace, by both colleagues and superiors. He finds it difficult to reconcile the differences between himself and his backward surroundings. In one scene the protagonist ridicules his people who sit aimlessly in the streets, playing games and not doing anything:

مساكين هؤلاء لا يهمهم الا الدوmino

In other works Farmān criticizes the ignorance evinced by part of the nation with respect to how to cope with social and political issues. He maintains that the people should engage actively in order to improve their living conditions: Every citizen should take the initiative and undertake to protest actively whenever he encounters an injustice, to take part in demonstrations, and even in revolutions.

One must keep in mind that those were times during which the Communists, who called for the creation of Dictatorship of the Proletariat, were persecuted in Iraq. And yet, in his short story "Hasid al-rahā" ("Harvest of the Grindstone") Farmān presents a dialogue between a man and a woman in the course of which the man tells the woman that he and his friends went on strike that day, in protest against the dismissal of three of their comrades. The woman is shocked and does not understand what he means:

*He said [...]"We went on strike!"...*

*[..] A sound like a whisper escaped from her lips: "You went on strike (أضربت) (أضربت)"*

*Then [...] he said enthusiastically: "Yes, we went on strike (أضربت) ... That is a legitimate means for obtaining our rights".*

*She curled up like a porcupine [...] Feelings of sadness and disgust overwhelmed her and then she said slowly: "As if you are already sick of life and don’t know how to throw it away".*

*He looked at her in rage and shouted: "Isn’t it our right ... to defend ourselves?"*

*[She]: "But [why] in this way?"

---

21 Farmān, *Alam al-sayyid Ma‘rāf*, p. 11. A similar criticism is made by the Syrian poet Nizar Qabbani (1923-1998), who speaks of those who spend their time in cafés, who have become a part of their chairs and are nothing but "stuffed crickets" (صارصين محظوظين): Qabbani, *(Diary of an Indifferent Woman)*, Beirut, 1973, p. 122.

[He]: "Oh, you shouldn't see this as an exceptional act, as an activity that is against the law ... It is a peaceful way to fulfill our demand".23

Conceptually, Farmān in this dialogue shows that the laboring class no longer views the rulers as representing God's will. The argument between the man and the woman contradicts the religious (namely the Quranic) principle that class distinctions (and perhaps even gender inequality) are predetermined and permanent: "Wa-ra'if bi-hammā:k fawq b'ghūr dhizjāt" (“He has raised some of you above the others in degrees,” says Quran 6:165.)24 Farmān rejects such a state of affairs in which a certain socioeconomic stratum must obey the managers—here representatives of the powers that be. In his view the risk that the strikers take by defying authority is smaller than the possible advantage of obtaining better working conditions should they remain resigned to their fate. This is the dialogue's conceptual message in Farmān's work.

Linguistically, the use of a different grammatical number, اسرتیبنا (“we went on strike,” in the first person plural) said by the man, in contrast to the woman's use of اسرتیب ("you went on strike,” in the second person masculine singular,) reflects a difference in approach: The man has a collective awareness and uses the plural, in the well-known Communist tradition: We went on strike together. For Farmān and other Communist writers a collective awareness and mutual support are the solution to the problem posed by the hegemony of tyrants, for here as in many other works one's superiors at work often represent the authorities, as noted above. The woman, on the other hand, is ignorant and does not understand what the man is saying to her: She thinks that he went on strike by himself and that he will also have to bear the consequences by himself, not together with his comrades. The girl has no class consciousness; according to the text she has not internalized the concept of class discourse, of which she has no knowledge.

Farmān’s account is critical towards the woman and her detachment from the social and economic realities around her. The dialogue is his way of expressing this criticism, both towards the regime, embodied by the superiors at work, and towards his society, which, from his perspective, is unmindful of how important cooperative action is for the good of society as a whole.

Farmān’s political consciousness as a member of the Communist opposition and his call for action in the form of strikes and demonstration as a way to solve problems, while not yet shared by most of the common people, permeates his literary output. To wit, in his novel al-Qurbān (The Sacrifice,)25 and in the novel Zilāl ‘ala al-nāfīdha one of the figures speaks enthusiastically about participating in political action: “... bindana, 'inna al-‘arāqi...
“It seems that we Iraqis are incapable of living without politics [...] Through politics we regain our lost identity.” In the works of Communist writers, intellectuals are usually described as being politically aware, but the common people are often presented as having no understanding and no awareness of what is happening in their own country.

Buland al-Haydari goes even further in his criticism of the people, comparing them to animals, that only open their eyes when the knife is placed on their throats:

بتوزع ما بين السكين وبين يهام لا تفتح عينيها

[The homeland] is split between the knife
And beasts that do not open their eyes
Except for the gleam of the knife

The people’s inactivity and their indifference towards the state of their country cause the poetic narrator to produce this chilling description of the people, here equated to animals led to the slaughter, that awaken only too late, when the gleam of the ruler's knife is already at their throats.

The political and social situation drives the writers to the conclusion that the only solution is revolution, as one of the figures in Farmān’s novel al-Makhād (Labor Pains) says:

For you the revolution is a birth that will give you a beautiful and healthy child, with no effort, no pain, no looking death in the eye. You’ll dress it in the garment that it loves, that had been previously prepared for him. But I see the revolution as labor pains, in our case, harsh labor pains, from which anything can be expected: pain, tears, blood, an embrace with death. And the infant may turn out healthy, or crippled, or even dead.

In other words, the revolution is a process of birth, whose results cannot be predicted, according to Farmān.

In addition to Farmān’s suggested solution, the revolution, al-Haydari proposes another principle, that of “an eye for an eye.” In his poem about the massacre that Saddam Hussein committed against the Kurds in the infamous 1988 Halabja chemical attacks, the poetic narrator predicts that at the end of the day the hangman’s rope will end up wrapped around his own neck, that is to say around the neck of Saddam Hussein—as indeed things turned out eventually.

26 Farmān, Zilāl ‘ala al-nāfidha , pp. 122-123.
As victims themselves of the persecutions of the mid-twentieth century, the alternatives to the existing situation range from revolution for Farmān to revenge for al-Haydari, and a refusal to give in under the physical, mental and spiritual torments imposed by the regime.

Summary
By the very fact that in their writings they focus on the common man and the issues that concern him most immediately, al-Haydari and Farmān are representatives of Communist writers in mid-twentieth century Iraq. They define what they perceive as appropriate action, while making use of circles of criticism into which they aim their arrows from different angles; conceptual, esthetic, linguistic, grammatical, and stylistic, attempting to convey a message of collective awareness, at times contrasted with their society's lack of such awareness.

The Communist writers’ two circles of criticism towards the regime and towards the people, as they appear in al-Haydari’s and Farmān’s works, lead to a message of change and revolution which, in contrast to the revolutions of the “Arab Spring” at the beginning of the second decade of the twenty-first century, did not pass beyond the stage of wishful thinking.

Adopting these devices, both conceptual and stylistic-linguistic, the Communist writers used the circles of criticism to paint a harsh picture of political persecution of the Communists by the authorities as well as a lack of sympathy on the part of the people, who at that time had not yet internalized the revolutionary discourse of the class struggle and so did not react to the message of regime change and “man's common good” as the leftist intellectuals had hoped. It is true that there were frequent coups that brought about regime change in Iraq of the mid-twentieth century, but ultimately those changes never solved the country’s real problems. The Communists therefore tried to impose their own agenda. But they still did not succeed, both because the authorities did their best to prevent them from disseminating their ideas and their work, and because Iraqi society as a whole was still backward and unable to digest the Communists’ message, and so showed no interest in supporting them.

It is therefore fair to say that the contribution of the Communist writers was not merely technical, in the sense that it showed the way to using novel forms of expression and new metaphors independently of the conventions of Classical Arabic writing. Rather, their more significant contribution was to provide an accurate and authentic depiction of the truly problematic relations that existed between intellectuals and the regime in the mid-twentieth century, and to criticize the values of their own traditional societies.
For the Communist writers, revolution, both political and social, was an inevitable, drawn-out and painful process whose results were hidden from view—not unlike the current unrest sweeping the Middle East, and the results of which remain to be seen. And just as the revolution in Farmān's work is compared to labor pains, so is it still too early to tell what kind of “infant” the current “Arab Spring” shall beget. But as for the revolution for which the Communist writers of mid-twentieth century Iraq yearned for, it is clear in retrospect that it did not reach fruition, and therefore it did not have the hoped-for effect of bringing about political and social change, despite the hopes that were pinned on it by opposition figures such as al-Haydari, Farmān and their contemporaries.
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